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Women Empowerment
Reclaiming the space of oppression into a space of empowerment

(In the image: A shot from my mother's kitchen being set up for her YouTube shoot.)

Description: The family has often been a site of subordination, inequality, and oppression of
women. For ages, women have been made to marry at a young age and take care of the
household affairs of their affinal homes. Cornered in a little kitchen from dusk to dawn, women
are supposed to meet all the requirements of the family and feed them constantly. In such
situations, it becomes necessary for women to constantly negotiate with the patriarchal nature
of the household and society in general.
My mother also used to be one of those women, stuck in fulfilling one responsibility after
another, constantly in the kitchen. She is known for her impeccable taste in dishes amongst the
friends and peers of the family. But it always bothered us that her talent was perennially ignored
and confined to making food for her family. So in 2019, my mother finally decided that it is time
for her to share her talent for cooking with the world! She decided to grab the opportunities that
a digital world offers and started making YouTube videos for the easiest Indian recipes in town
to help people learn the art of cooking, especially during the pandemic. Presently, with 1K
subscribers on her channel 'Zabardast Zaika', mom is motivated to share more of her
knowledge with the world, even though she has a long way to go in her YouTube career. In a
world of patriarchy and responsibilities, my mother negotiated her way into being an asset to the
young women around by inspiring them to mould whichever situation they are in, into a better
life for themselves.

